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We present the first measurements of the angular dependence of the betatron x-ray spectrum,
produced by electrons inside the cavity of a laser-wakefield accelerator. Electrons accelerated up
to 300 MeV energies produce a beam of broadband, forward-directed betatron x-ray radiation ex-
tending up to 80 keV. The angular resolved spectrum from an image plate-based spectrometer with
differential filtering provides data in a single laser shot. The simultaneous spectral and spatial x-ray
analysis allows for a 3D reconstruction of electron trajectories with a micrometer resolution, and we
find that the angular dependence of the x-ray spectrum is showing strong evidence of anisotropic
electron trajectories.

The development of efficient x-ray probes with ener-
gies larger than 10 kiloelectronvolts (keV) has become
essential for High Energy Density (HED) science experi-
ments. These experiments produce highly transient mat-
ter under extreme states of temperatures and pressures.
For instance, high energy x-rays are used to radiograph
the dynamics of imploding capsules at the National Ig-
nition Facility (NIF) [1], or the temperature and pres-
sure of warm dense matter via absorption spectroscopy
[2] or scattering [3, 4] techniques. Betatron x-ray radi-
ation, produced when relativistic electrons oscillate in a
beam-driven [5] or laser-driven [6–8] plasma channel, is
an x-ray source holding great promise for future HED
experiments. X-rays produced in this manner are ul-
trashort, directional, spatially coherent, and broadband,
making them highly attractive as a probe.

Betatron x-ray radiation is readily produced when elec-
trons are accelerated at an ultra-high gradient in a laser-
wakefield accelerator (LWFA) [9–12]. In the three dimen-
sional (3D), highly nonlinear LWFA regime, when a short
but highly intense laser pulse with an intensity I > 1018

W/cm−3 is focused inside a plasma, the laser pondero-
motive force completely expels the plasma electrons away
from the strong intensity regions to form an ion bubble
in the wake of the pulse [13]. Electrons trapped at the
back of this structure are accelerated and wiggled by the
focusing force of the more massive and thus immobile
ions to produce broadband, synchrotron-like radiation in
the keV energy range [14, 15]. Previous work has implied
that the betatron x-rays have a source size of a few mi-
crons [8, 16], a divergence of less than 100 mrad [17], and
a pulse duration of less than 100 fs [18]. Because betatron
x-rays are directly related to the electrons emitting them,
the radiative properties of the source are also an excel-
lent diagnostic of the acceleration process in a LWFA.
The electron beam emittance and size can be inferred
from the x-ray beam profile [17, 19], spectrum [20, 21],
or source size [22], using various x-ray spectroscopy and
imaging techniques. In these experiments, however, typ-

ical betatron x-ray spectral diagnostics such as filters,
crystal spectrometers, single-shot counting mode CCDs,
or other semi-conductors do not provide single-shot si-
multaneous spectral and spatial resolution of the radia-
tion.

We show in this Letter that the angular dependence of
the betatron spectrum is well explained by the anisotropy
of the electron trajectories. In particular, we tomograph-
ically reconstruct the trajectories of the electrons that
emit these x-rays inside the laser-produced wake from
a single-shot angular measurement of the betatron x-ray
spectrum and the beam profile at different energies. This
measurement, performed by means of a stacked image-
plate spectrometer with differential filtering, has enabled
us to observe betatron x-rays with energies extending up
to 80 keV. The resulting 3D reconstruction of the acceler-
ating electron trajectories inside the LWFA explains the
measured angular distribution of the betatron x-ray spec-
trum, which is important for betatron x-rays imaging or
spectroscopy experiments.

In a LWFA, the motion of an electron accelerated along
~uz with momentum ~p and position ~r in the wake of a laser
pulse can be described by the Lorentz equation of motion:

d~p

dt
= −mω2

p

~r

2
+ α

mcωp
e

~uz, (1)

where m is the electron rest mass, e is the elementary
charge, and ωp =

√
nee2/mε0 is the plasma frequency.

Here, ne is the electron density, ε0 is the vacuum permit-
tivity and c is the vacuum speed of light. In the blowout
3D nonlinear regime of laser wakefield acceleration [13],
α = 1

2

√
a0 is the normalized accelerating field, where

a0 = 8.5×10−10λ0[µm] I1/2[W/cm2] is the laser normal-
ized vector potential. The electron trajectory is used to
calculate the intensity I radiated by the particle per unit
frequency ω and solid angle Ω [23]:
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where ~n is the vector corresponding to the direction of
observation and β = v/c the normalized electron ve-
locity. In the case where the wiggler parameter K =
1.33 × 10−10√γner is larger than unity, the spectrum,
observed at an angle θ from the plane in which the par-
ticle oscillates, can be approximated by the asymptotic
limit [23, 24]:

d2I

dΩdω
=

e2

3π2c

(ωρ
c

)2
(

1

γ2
+ θ2

)
(3)

×
[
K2

2/3(ξ) +
θ2

(1/γ2) + θ2
K2

1/3(ξ)

]
,

where K2/3 and K1/3 are modified Bessel functions.
Here, ρ is the radius of curvature of the electron tra-

jectory and ξ = ωρ
3c

(
1
γ2 + θ2

)3/2

. Hence, for θ = 0, the

x-ray spectrum peaks at ω ∼ 0.45ωc, where h̄ωc[keV]=5×
10−24×γ2ne[cm−3]r[µm] is the critical energy. The peak
x-ray energy also decreases with the observation angle
and in this paper we present the first experimental mea-
surement of the angular dependence of the betatron x-ray
spectrum.

The experiment was conducted at the Jupiter Laser
Facility, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, using
the Callisto laser system. Callisto is a 200 TW laser
delivering pulses of 60 fs (full width at half maximum,
fwhm) duration with energies up to 12 J at a repetition
rate of 1 shot/30 min. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 1. Using an f/8 off-axis parabola, we focused
the laser onto the edge of a 10-mm-long gas cell, with
a 500 µm and 1 mm entrance and exit pinhole, respec-
tively. The focal spot, measured at low laser power, is 12
µm (fwhm), and a0 ∼ 2. The background electron den-
sity of the plasma is measured with interferometry by
using a 100 fs probe pulse synchronized with the main
laser pulse. The density of the plasma is reconstructed
by Abel inverting the measured phase shift imparted by
the plasma to the probe beam [25]. The electron beam
properties are measured with a two-screen electron spec-
trometer [26–28]. As shown in Fig. 1, the electrons are
vertically deflected by a 0.42 Tesla, 21-cm-long perma-
nent dipole magnet onto two image plates (model FUJI-
MS-2040), respectively IPa and IPb to calculate the en-
ergy and deflection of the electron beam. The betatron
x-rays propagate outside of the vacuum target chamber
through a 65 µm mylar window and a 50 µm Al filter to
block any residual laser light. The betatron beam pro-
file is measured on IPa, and after transmission through
IPa, the x-ray beam propagates through a series of im-
age plates alternatively stacked with filters of increasing
Z number. The final filters are lead sheets with increas-
ing thicknesses (1-4 mm) [29]. This diagnostic can detect
and spectrally resolve broadband x-ray radiation up to 1
MeV through 15 successive channels, with an acceptance
angle of 40 mrad. Fig. 1 also shows the spectrometer
data in channels 1-6.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup, showing the
f/8 off-axis parabola focusing the laser pulse on the gas cell
target, and the transverse interferometry probe. The interfer-
ometer has two beam splitters (B) and four mirrors (M). An
example of an interferogram is shown above the interferom-
eter CCD camera. The electrons (dashed line) are dispersed
in energy by the magnet centered on the laser axis and lo-
cated 3.5 cm from the source inside the target chamber and
then recorded on image plates (IPa and IPb, located 37.2 cm
and 111.1 cm away from the magnet exit, respectively). The
corresponding retrieved electron beam spectrum is shown on
top. After exiting the vacuum chamber, x-rays (solid line)
propagate through 7.3 cm of air and through IPa onto the
15 channel x-ray spectrometer, below which are shown raw
images (25 µm pixels) from channels 1-6.

Fig. 2 shows the on-axis x-ray energy deposited in
each channel (within a circle diameter of 30 pixels/ 1
mrad). The laser parameters for this shot are E = 5.3
J and a0 = 2.33, with a gas cell filled with 100 % He
at ne = 6 × 1018 cm−3. We observe a broadband elec-
tron spectrum with a maximum energy of 268±25 MeV
and spectral features, as well as shot-to-shot fluctuations
sensitive to both laser and plasma parameters. The x-
ray data shown in Fig. 2 are fitted with Eq. 3. On axis
(θ = 0), the betatron critical energy h̄ωc is ' 17.5 ± 2.5
keV, with the x-ray spectrum peaking at 7.9±1.1 keV,
and a tail extending up to 80 keV. Also shown in Fig. 2 is
the spectral response of channels 1-6 of the spectrometer
to a synchrotron spectrum with a 20 keV critical energy.
In addition to synchrotron spectra with different critical
energies, the data of Fig. 2 is fitted with a numerically-
calculated spectrum emitted by an electron with a certain
initial displacement from the axis and accelerated by a
wakefield of constant amplitude eE/mωpc = 0.763. The
spectrum is calculated by first solving Eq. 1 with a 4th
order Runge-Kutta algorithm to calculate the electron
trajectories in the plasma. The full on-axis x-ray spec-
trum is calculated by integrating the x-ray spectra (Eq.
3) along the whole trajectory using 1500 time steps (with
each step dt = 0.4c/ωp), and 100 eV energy increments.
Because the final electron energy and the background
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FIG. 2. X-ray spectrometer signal, in channels 1-6 (pho-
tostimulated luminescence, PSL, per pixel) with theoretical
fits, corresponding to the spectrometer response to a beta-
tron spectrum with a critical energy of 10 keV, 15 keV, 20
keV and 25 keV (dashed, dotted, dot-dashed and solid line,
respectively) and to the radiation produced by an electron
injected 5 µm off-axis and accelerated up to 268 MeV (red
dashed line). The inset shows the spectral response of each
spectrometer channel (labeled 1-6) to a synchrotron spectrum
with a critical energy of 20 keV.

density are measured during the experiment, the remain-
ing free parameter to adjust is the radius of injection r0,
and in this case, we use r0 = 5 µm. Other input param-
eters in the calculation, such as the initial electron en-
ergy and the normalized accelerating field, are calculated
using an analytical model that describes the fields and
accelerated electron energies created in the 3D nonlinear
blowout regime [13]. For the data presented in Fig. 2, we
have α = 0.763 and γi = γΦ = ω0/

√
3ωp = 9.85. The an-

alytic fits to the observed spectrum shown in Fig. 2 indi-
cate the measured spectrum contains contributions from
electrons radiating over a range of critical energies from
15-20 keV. This range in critical energies is to be expected
for electrons that oscillate over a range of radii. Using
the relationship h̄ωc[keV]=5× 10−24× γ2ne[cm−3]r[µm],
we can estimate the range in r0 to be 5 ± 0.7 µm. The
injection radius r0 damps from 5 µm to rf ∼ 2 µm when
γ increases to 520. Since the critical energy scales with
γ2, most of the measured hard x-rays are produced by
electrons toward the end of their trajectories. A source
size with radius r = 2 µm is consistent with previous
measurements [16, 17, 22].

To retrieve the spatial orientation of the electron tra-
jectories, Eq. 2 is used to self consistently match the
observed spatial and spectral profiles of the experimen-
tally measured betatron beam profile. The experimental
beam profile recorded on IPa is shown in Fig. 3 (a).
The response function of the image plates to x-rays in
the energy range 5-100 keV has been calibrated [30], and
for our experimental configuration, the response peaks at

15 keV. The shape displayed by this beam profile is not
completely elliptical as one would expect from a single
electron oscillating about the axis [17]. To reproduce this
profile using a single particle trajectory tracking method,
we use Eq. 2 to map the full spatial and spectral distri-
bution of the betatron radiation. Fig. 3 (a) also shows
the theoretical x-ray beam profile, convolved with the
response function of IPa. This beam profile is obtained
by distributing particles and injecting them in a plane
(x, y) perpendicular to the direction of electron accelera-
tion z. The particles are distributed on a circle of radius
r0 = 5 µm in the (x, y) plane with angular steps of π/30
over an angular distribution. In Fig 3 (b) we show this
angular distribution of electrons as a function of angle,
and for four groups of electrons with different final en-
ergies representative of the overall spectrum displayed
in Fig. 1 (with extrapolation for the lower electron en-
ergies). The corresponding final relativistic factors are:
γf = 520, γf = 440, γf = 200, and γf = 100. This range
of energies is due to the fact that the electron spectrum
is not monoenergetic and that electrons were injected
into the wake at different times. In this figure, the laser
polarization corresponds to θ = π/2 (linear, horizontal
polarization). The resulting 3D reconstruction of elec-
tron trajectories in the plasma is shown in Fig. 3 (c), for
the same four groups of electrons. For each trajectory,
the dephasing length is Ldp=0.29 cm, and electrons in-
jected later into the wake end with a lower final energy.
This reconstruction is specific to our model. We have
assumed complete blowout and electrons trapped in the
first bucket of the wake, as well as no anisotropy and
coupling in the radial focussing forces. Several factors
can explain the anisotropy observed on the electron dis-
tribution. In our case, the high-energy particles oscillate
primarily along the laser polarization direction, while the
lower energy particles of the electron spectrum tend to
have a more isotropic distribution along the propagation
axis. This observation could indicate strong interaction
between the electron beam and the back of the laser pulse
at the end of the acceleration, as reported in previous pa-
pers [31]. At ne = 6× 1018 cm−3 and for a coupled laser
power P = 44 TW (50% coupling efficiency), the dephas-
ing length Ldp[cm]' (P [TW])1/6(1018[cm−3]/ne)

4/3 '
0.2+0.13
−0.04 cm is shorter than the length of the gas cell, and

the most energetic electrons may interact with the back
of the laser pulse to oscillate primarily in the direction of
laser polarization. However, other effects, such as pulse
front tilt [32], have been shown to strongly influence the
direction of the electron oscillations.

We finally find that the angular dependance of the be-
tatron x-ray spectrum is perfectly explained by the above
tomographic reconstruction of electron trajectories. Fig
4 shows the variation of the peak x-ray energy with the
observation angle. The data of Fig. 4 are fitted with
three different theoretical spectra obtained from: the
synchrotron radiation formula with ωc = 20 keV, the
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FIG. 3. (A) Experimentally measured and calculated beta-
tron x-ray beam profile, recorded on IPa, scanned with a 200
µm pixel size. The electron distribution around the prop-
agation axis (positive z direction) is shown in (B) for four
distinct groups of electrons accelerated up to γf = 100, 200,
440, and 520 (dashed, dotted, solid, and dot-dashed lines, re-
spectively). θ = π/2 rad corresponds to the laser polarization
direction. (C) Sample trajectories showing the three dimen-
sional motion of the four groups electrons in the plasma, from
trapping up to their final energies.

radiation emitted by a single electron wiggled and accel-
erated by the plasma, and the full radiation emitted by
the multiple trajectories of Fig. 3 (c). The first two cases
do not reproduce the experimental angular dependence of
the x-ray spectrum because they assume that electrons
oscillate along only one direction. Although the most
energetic particles primarily oscillate along the laser po-
larization axis, a larger number of lower-energy electrons
oscillate with a wider range of angles in the transverse
plan. This results in a softer decrease of the peak x-ray
energy with increasing observation angles, a first exper-
imental observation that only multiple, 3D trajectories
can reproduce.

In conclusion, we have reconstructed the injection ra-
dius and the orientation of the accelerating electron beam
in a LWFA from the simultaneously observed spatial and
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FIG. 4. Peak experimental betatron x-ray energy as a func-
tion of the angle of observation (dots with error bars). The
spectrum was measured on axis and at 7 mrad, 14 mrad and
28 mrad corresponding to respective vertical positions 1, 2, 3,
4 indicated in the inset showing the beam profile on the first
spectrometer channel. The three curves show the theoretical
peak energy for Eq. 3 (dashed line), a single electron oscil-
lating in the plasma (dotted line) and the full set of electron
trajectories (solid line).

spectral distribution of the betatron x-rays in a single
shot. The asymmetry in the betatron image was found
to be consistent with the anisotropy of the angular dis-
tribution and the energy of the electrons. In the future
this tomographic reconstruction technique can be further
improved to take into account the angular spread, injec-
tion phase and a spread in the injection radius, thereby
making the betatron radiation a powerful self-probe of
the LWFA in addition to being a probe for future HED
science experiments. Understanding the origin of and
measuring the angular dependance of the betatron x-
ray spectrum is important for near-term single-shot HED
experiments using pump-probe, scattering, imaging and
spectroscopic techniques.
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